JOINT CABLE• T.V. SUB-COMMITTEES'
SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
AND
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
AUGUST 5, 1981 - MEETING
RATE REGULATION

1. Current Draft. The regulations contained in the.March 1,
1981 Ordinance Draft are at pages 77 through 83, and are
summarized as follows:
a.

Applicants are authorized but not required to
waive immunity from rate regulation under
Government Code, Section 53066.1. Waiver of
immunity applies only to rates for Basic .
Service.

b.

Applicants who fail to waive, are not disqualified. However, they are prohibited
from including proposed rates in their applications.

c.

If a Franchisee has failed- to waive, rates .
for all services provided must be filed when
the services are first offered. Subsequent
annual increases may not exceed . 75% of the
CPI until the Franchisee elects exemption
pursuant to Section 53066.1:With respect to a Franchisee who has waived,
bid rates for services may be increased at
any time after completion of the System with
90 days advance notice. At any time, the
Commission may hold hearings to determine
whether rates for Basic Service are too high.
If so determined, the rates may be ordered
reduced. Rate reductions may not result in
revenue less than that necessary to yield a
"fair rate of return" on investment.

e.

The Commission's decision is subject to review
by an arbitrator.

2.

Policy Issues.
a.

To what extent is, and what form of, rate regulation necessary to protect the public interest?

b.

TO what extent, if at all, should discretionary

rate regulation be permitted as an indirect
means of leveraging compliance with the requirements of the franchise?

3_

Staff Recommendations.
a. If rate regulation is to serve, as one purpose,
an indirect ordinance enforcement •function, the
following form of regulation:
(1) Operators may waive immunity of Section
53066.1 for Basic Service and any higher
tier of service. •
(2) Operators who do not waive, are to include
bid rates in applications. However, the
rates of a Franchisee who has not waived
would be regulated in the same manner as
the March 1, 1981 Ordinance Draft now
provides, pending exemption by the Franchisee
from rate regulation.
(3) A Franchisee who has waived, would be prohibited from increasing rates until the
System has been fully completed. Thereafter, bid rates may be increased not to
exceed 65% of the annual CPI with respect
to all tiers for which immunity from rate
regulation was waived in the application.
(4) Additional annual increases permitted not
to exceed prevailing rates. Commission determines prevailing rates, subject to review
by arbitrator. Systems deemed to be
comparable for purposes of determining prevailing rate could be:
Forth Worth (160,000 homes passed)
Indianapolis (140,000 homes passed)
New Orleans (220,000 homes passed)
Cincinnati (160,000 homes passed)
San Diego
Dallas (400,000 homes passed)
Portland (120,000 homes passed)
Omaha (125,000 homes passed)
Pittsburgh (180,000 homes passed)

Homes passed in Sacramento will be approximately 250,000. Comparability factors
would be listed. Penetration ratios would
be excluded from consideration. Fictional
adjustments would be required in order to
derive comparable rates. Studies by experts
would be required in order to provide comparability data.

y All services for which a special charge is
identified in the bid would be excluded from
rate regulation -- i.e., paid movies, paid
sports, paid special entertainment, etc.
(6) Elimination from, addition to and substitution
of broadcast services within various tiers
would be regulated by the Commission, subject
to review by an arbitrator, for the purpose
of insuring that distortions in tiers does not
occur in a manner unclermining the effect of
rate regulation.
.

. If rate regulation. is not intended as an enforcement
measure, the following form of regulation is
recommended:
(1) Operators are authorized to waive immunity
of Section 53066.1. Any waiver applies solely
to the regulation of rates for Basic Service,
as distinguished from other tiers of services.
(2) A Franchisee who has not waived, would be
authorized to include bid - rates in its application. However, rate regulation pending
exemption by the Franchisee would be the same
as set forth in the,..March 1, 1981, Ordinance
Draft. ‘
(3) A Franchisee who has. waived, would be prohibited from increasing rates for Basic
Service until the System is fully completed.
(4) Upon completion, rates for. Basic Service
could not exceed annual increments equal
to 50% of the CPI.
(5) No other increases of Basic Service rates
• would be permitted. In effect, Basic Service
would be guaranteed at a continuing, relatively
nominal rate. It would be assumed that any

losses from the operation of Basic Service
would be borne by charges for other unregulated tiers or services.
4. Unregulated Charges.
a.

Staff has neither proposed nor explored with
operators rate regulation of such services as
leased lines, pay movies, data transmission
services, information services, alarm services,
or advertising.

b.

Staff has not proposed the required establishment
or regulation of "bulk rates". Bulk rates are
discount charges which a Franchisee might offer
to apartment, condominium or other developments
through the landlord based on a volume charge
reduction basis. Two issues arise with respect
to such developments, particularly in relation
to the existance of privately owned community
antenna systems.
(1) Should an ordinance confer a right upon
a Franchisee to enter a multiple-family
development against the wishes of the landlord or owner in order to provide services
to tenants who may desire same. Conceivably,
there could be a variety of reasons a landlord would deny access to property for
connection to the Cane Television System
by tenants, including the existance of a
community antenna system. The March 1,
1981 Ordinance Draft expressly negates
any right in a Franchisee to enter private
property without the owner's consent.
(Subpara. d, p.6). Staff has concluded
that to confer such a right would create
a substantial risk of damages for inverse
condemnation or under other legal theories.
This provision insures that a landlord
operating a community antenna system, would
be entitled to do so.
(2) Landlords have also requested, however,
that the Franchisee be required to offer
a "bulk rate" for Cable Television Services.
•The March 1, 1981, Ordinance Draft omits
such a requirement. The requirement of a
"bulk rate" would be meaningless, in the
absence of waiver of Section 53066.1
immunity and specific provisions regulating

the level and increases in the rate.
Negation of the right of a Franchisee
to enter private property without
consent would appear to create a
sufficient balance to permit negotiation
between landlords and a 'Franchisee of
a reasonable rate structure without the
necessity of imposing same by ordinance.
c.

The March 1, 1981, Ordinance Draft regulates not
only Basic Service rates, but connection, installation and reinstatement charges (including
converters) in connection with Basic Service.
It is recommended that with respect to any
services for which rates are regulated, there
be a requirement that charges for converters
be included within the service rates. Such a
provision would insure adequate rate comparisons.
Depending upon the number of channels which an
operator might decide to include within Basic
Service, converters might or might not be required. If service rates include any cost of
converters, comparisons will be facilitated
without the need to consider any separately
identifiable converter use charges.

The following documents provide additional information
. related to rate regulation:

1. A

section from an F.C.C. document

indicating that F.C.C. has pre-empted the
regulation of rates for pay services.

2. A

copy of a Legislative Counsel's

opinion dealing with operators waiving exemption from local rate regulation.

3. A copy

of a CTIC bulletin on

pending federal legislation dealing with
rate regulation.
4.

bulk

Community requests for mandated

rates.

-16- •
Two recent Federal Circuit Court decisions involved the
FCC's jurisdiction to regulate pay cable. In Home Box Office
Inc. v. FCC, 567 F. 2d 9 (D.C. Cir. 1977), cert. denied,
the court overturned the FCC's pay cable program content
rules because of failure to demonstrate p genuine problem
which required regulation. The FCCdoes not now regulate
pay cable program content. .
In Brookhaven Cable TV Inc. v. Kelly, 428 F. Supp. 1216
(N.D.N.Y. 1977), aff'd, 573 F. 2d 765 (2d Cir. March 29, 1978),
petition for cert. filed, 47 U.S.L.W. 3005 (U.S. July 11,
1978) (No. 77-1845), the court affirmed a lower court
i
finding that FCC preemption of pay cable rates precluded the
New York State Commission on Cable Television from regulating
such rates. The court
found that FCC preemption in this area
.
•
was clearly asserted and within its jurisdiction.

The latest data indicate that approximately 3.3 million
• pay cable subscribers are served by more than 900 cable
.systems. • Programing is provided by cassettes,. common
Carrier microwave, common carrier multi-point distributiOn
'serviee (MDS), and satellite. .Since commencing operation
in late 1975,- satellite delivery of pay cable programing
has proved popular and economical. The cable industry has
been the largest single user. of satellite receive-only
•earth stations. As of March 1, 1978, approximately 1,350
of a total of 1,525 earth station applications had been
. received from cable companies.
Local Record
Keeping
Requirements
•

•

All operators of cable systems serving 1,000 9r4bre
sulcribers must have a current copy of the CommisSion's
cableelevision rules. In addition, the operaEors must
maintain4ocally for public inspection a cop Y of the fran7
chise, apPlication(s) to the FCC including any petitions
for special relief or show cause, FCC,annual reports .
and related documents, and any application for transfer
of control of a Cable Television Relay Station that
may serve the system.
Furthermore, the operator must maintain for five years
in the public inspection file a copy of the records the
Commission requires be kept on network program nonduplication
private agreements, origination cablecasts by candidates for
public office, sponsorship identification, operating rules for
access channels, equal employment opportunity, and annual
performance tests. These documents must be maintained on file
either at the system's local office or another accessible place
in the comunity.

•
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Cable Television: Waiver - #9072

D Wp,ELAN
C-,-S7OPHER ZTRKLE
DEPUTIES

Dear Mr. Duffy:
QUESTION
May the provisions of subdivision (a) of Section
53066.1 of the Government Code, which allow a cable television franchisee to elect to be exempt from rate regulation,
be effectively, waived by an agreement between the franchisOr
(city or county) and the franchisee (cable television system)?
OPINION
• The provisions of subdivision (a) of Section 53066.1
of the •Government Code, which allow a cable television system
to elect to be exempt from rate regulation, cannot be waived by
an agreement between the franchisor (city or county), and the
franchisee (cable television system).
ANALYSIS
Currently, pursuant to Section 53066 of the Government Code, 1 a city, county, or city and county in this state
may, by franchise or license, authorize the construction of a
community antenna television system (cable TV), and, in connection therewith, may prescribe such rules and regulations as
1

All . further code references are to the Government Code,
unless indicated otherwise.
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the governing board deems advisable. The award of such a
franchise may be made on the basis of guality of service,
rates to the subscriber, income to the franchising agency,
experience and financial responsibility of the applicant
cable TV operator, plus any other consideration that will
safeguard the local public interest. A franchise for the
construction of a cable TV system may authorize the franchisee to place wires, conduits, and appurtenances for
the system along or across streets, highways, properties, or
easements of the franchising public agency.
While the granting of a cable.TV franchise by
the governing body of a city, County:, or city and county
is a legislative act (Monarch CableviSion, Inc. v. City
Council, 239 Cal. App. 2d 206, at 210), the.terms and
conditions of the .franchise may create contractual obligations between the franchisor and franchisee (See Orange
County Cable CoMmunications Co.. v. City of San Clemente,
59 Cal. App. 3d 165, pp. 171-172).
Apparently, it is not uncommon for provision to
be made in a franchise agreemen -t_granting.to the franchisor
the authority to change or otherwise control rates charged
to subscribers (see Community Ant. of Wichita, Inc. v. City
of Wichita (Kan.), 471 P. 2d 360; 41 A.L.R. 3d 384 Annot.,
Municipal Regulation of CATV Systems).
The basis of authority for a city or county to
regulate the rates which a cable television franchisee charges
its subscribers is found in the California Constitution, which
confers upon all cities, counties, and cities and counties
the power to "make and enforce within their limits all local,
police, sanitary, and other ordinances and regulations not in
conflict with the general laws" (Sec. 7, Art. XI, Cal. Const.;
Birkenfeld v. City of Berkeley, 17 Cal. 3d 129, 140). The
police power has been interpreted to be as broad as the police
. power exercised by the State Legislature; subject only to dis
placement by general state law and territorial limitations,
and the courts have also held that any "conflict with general
laws" Must be found either directly or through finding a field
of general laws intended to occupy the field to the exclusion
of local regulation (Birkenfeld, supra, pp. 140-141).
-

-
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Section 53066.1, enacted in 1979 (Ch. 1086, Stats.
1979), is directed, in part, to limiting the authority of a cable television franchisor, under prescribed circumstances,
to regulate the rates charged to subscriber's. Subdivision
(a) of that section provides, as follows':
"53066.1.
(a) Notwithstanding the pro- •
visions of Section 53066, any cable television
system which:
'. 1 (1) Provides 20 or more channels to the
cable television subscriber,
"(2) Receives or has contracted to receive television signals by.satellite earth
receiving station,
• . "(3) Has a subscriber penetration ratio
of less than 70 percent certified by the cable
television system, subject to review by the
franchisor or licensor,

:

"(4) Is located ix a county or. portion of
a county which has available three significantly
viewed television stations, as defined by . the
Federal Communications Commission, or two significantly viewed television stations and an
educational television station, and

"(5) Is providing or has agreed promptly
- to provide a community services channel program
as defined in subdivision ..(d),
"shall,,upon•election by the •cable television
.system and upon the filing of a declaration .
to that effect with the franchisor, be exempt
from regulation or control by a city, county,
city and county, or other authority as to
rates, charges and rate structures, except
for - the first year following the date, of
•delivery of service pursuant :to the initial
grant of a franchise." (Emphasis added.)
•
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- The question at hand involves an agreement between
franchisor
and a cable television system pursuant to which the
a
cable television system waives its right to elect to be exempt
from rate regulation by the franchisor. •
Any person may waive the advantage of a law intended
for his benefit (Sec. 3513, Civ.. C.), including the rights and
privileges to which a person is legally entitled and which are
conferred by statute (Outboard Marine Corp. v. Superior Court,
52 Cal. App. 3d 30, 41).
- On the other hand, a law established for a public reason
cannot be waived or circumvented by a private act or agreement
(Sec. 3513, Civ. C..; Bianco v. Superior Court, -265 Cal. App.
2d 126, 130-131; see also, Covino v. Governing Board, 76 Cal. App.
3d 314, 322).
In our opinion the -statute in question falls within
the category of laws enacted for a public, rather than a private, purpose.

In order to exercise its election to be exempt from
rate regulation, a cable television system must satisfy each
of the conditions set forth in paragraph's (1) through (5).
These conditions, for the- mot part, are ones which, if met,
tend to enhance the servides which the cable television
system provides to its subscribers. From the nature of the
conditions specified in subdivision (a) of Section . 53066.1, it
appears that a cable television system c0u1d incur, substantial
expenditures upgrading its system in order to Satisfy each of
those conditions.
While there is no statement of legislative intent
accompanying the legislation which enacted Section 53066.1, we
think it readily apparent that the purpose of making rate
deregulation available was to providean incentive for cable
television systems to meet the conditions specified in
Section 53066.1, thereby enhancing the services available to
its subscribers.
. The existence of an agreement, or the willingness of
a franchisor to enter into an agreement, whereby a franchisee
or prospective franchisee would waive its right to elect to be
exempt from rate regulation would, in our opinion, tend to
frustrate the purpose of subdivision (a) of Section 53066.1 by

. Honorable Gordon W. Duffy - . 5 - 9072

eliminating the incentive for the franchisee"or prospective
.franchisee to meet the conditions to qualify for exemption
from rate regulation. If the availability of "waiver were
- present, a franchisee which might otherwise_undertake to meet
the conditions for exemption from rate regulation, as prescribed"by Section.53066.1, might very well elect to furnish
a'reduced level of service. Furthermore, the willingneSs.of
a cable television system seeking the award Of a franchise to
agree to such a waiver would presumably place that firm in a
position of advantage over other prospective franchisees not
willing to make such a concession. The result could be a
reluctance on the part of any prospective franchisees to
provide the greater level of public service contemplated by
subdivision (a) of Section 53066.1, or to remove from the
competition for the award of a franchise those cable television
systems possessing the capability of providing the increased
level of public service, but unwilling to render that level
of service without the incentive of being 'exempt from rate
regulation. In our opinion an agreement between - a franchisor
and a franchisee to waive the franchisee's ability to be
exempt from rate regulation would clearly conflict with the
public purpose sought to be achieved'in-subdivision (a) of_
Section 53066.1.
.

•

It is our opinion, therefore, that the provisions
of subdivision (a) of Section 53066.1, which allow a,dable
television system to elect to be exempt from rate regulation,
cannot be waived by an agreement between the franchisor and
the franchisee.
Very truly yours,
Bion M. Gregory
Legislative Counsel

By _
Martin L. Anderson - •
Deputy Legislative Counsel
"
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SPECIAL ADDITION TO CTIC CABLEREPORTS:-

CABLE PROVISIONS ADDED TO CO=NICATIONS BILL WITHOUT PUBLIC HEARING
. On July 16, the Senate Commerce Committee marked up and passed S. 898,
a . national telecommunications bill which promises to seriously erode local
government regulatory control over cable television systems.- The bill has
three major provisions dealing with cable issues; a paragraph which prohibits federal, state or local governments from regulating cable rates, a
paragraph that allows local governments and states to set rates for public .
-access channels, and language which directs the FCC to establish a franchise
.• fee ceiling.
The cable language was tacked on to the bill after the public hearings
were completed and the subcommittee staff mark-up session finished.
Hearings were held on the common carrier parts of the bill earlier this
summer. At the time of the hearings, the bill did not deal with cable television issues at all. After the Communications Subcommittee completed mark-. •
ing'up the bill, and the hearings were ccmplete, the NCTA introduced the
cable language and lobbied enough senators to allow the language to be in' corporated into the bill without even the need for an amendment. Local
governments have not been given an opportunity. to comment on the cable provisions in a public hearing.
The bill passed through the Senate Commerce Committee with only one
' dissenting vote by Senator Hollings. It will now go to the fuli Senate
floor.
Section 202 .(h) (1)- states that no federal agency or state or local
government may "establish, fix, or otherwise restrictthe rates charged any
person for the receipt, use or Sale of cable channel capacity.or time on
such channels or cable service, or other competitive services." A related
paragraph allows rate regulation of broadcast retransmission when there are
no reasonable alternative broadcast services available.
The access language in the bill states that cities may "establish, fix,
or otherwise restrict the r:Ite charged any person for public access channels.'
NCTA did inform the National League.of Cities that this language would be
amended later to include government and educational access, however this was ._
not reflected in the draft available at the mark-up session. •
'
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Harold Horn, president of the-Center commented in a July 15 press release from CTIC that "Pate regulation is the most *potent way local communities
have of insuring that cable TV operators remain resopnsive to their franchise
promises." He added that the bill is "apparently an end run:around.local
governments on an issue of extreme importance to them: To act on such matters
without even hearing from local governments is less than what we might expect
from Congress."
If the bill is passed by Congress, thousands of communities that regulate
lcable rates will be affected.
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91I-22nd Street, Sacramento, Coldornio 95816
Telephone 444-5730-code 916

April 25, 1980

Ted Sheedy, Chairman
Sacramento Co. Board of Supervisors
700 H Street
Sacramento, Ca. 95814
Re: Cable

TV

Franchise
7--

Dear Ted, •
This letter is in accordance with your reauest that written input be •
provided for consideration during preparation of a proposed ordinance
and your deliberations relating thereto.
A mandated bulk orwholesale rate must be provided for those individuals
who have already invested in systems which can be utilized in providina
cable reception. This influences a great many people and properties, .
mobilehome parks, apartment houses, condominium units, convalescent
or senior citizen homes, hospitals, etc. - factually, just about any
type of .group housing or care community.
have been advisedby informed individuals that existing compatible
systems have a potential value to a franchise from $3,500.00 to
$10,000.00 per unit. Certainly this is a wild differential, but no
more. wild than the potential values tossed about relating to the unknown total value of a franchise.
New or existing systems constitute major initial investments andcontinuing maintenance responsibilities. .Typical maintenance contracts
are $1.50 per month per connection. It is totally reasonable to reTaire a franchisee to provide a bulk. rate which will reflect existing
investment•amortization and reimbursement for :continuing maintenance
costs
.

. My concerns go far beyond the assurance of a . bulk rate. The following
thoughts bother me and a great many others!
1. Should government mandate access to cable for renters? If
a landlord chooses not to Provide cable service, residents
certainly have the right to rent from an apartment owner who
has this amenity.

•A-0.chr,„tv.4-

Teq Sheedy
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April 25, 1980

2. Does government have the right by the issuance of a franchise
to enrich someone else at my expense; i.e., use of existing
Systems without compensation?
3. Do we need an exclusive cable franchise? OCher_major areas
are serviced by more than one firm.
4.

Is modern technology advancing so rapidly we should cease
even considering countywide cable with :the attendant destruction. related to installation?

5.

In the hearings there was some discussion Of Mandating table
installation during the course of construction. One more
regulation to aggrevate affordable housing cbSth *hich_ds.s]alreadv
a problem!
•

I urge you to seriously consider the ramifications of your actions relating to historic property rights with a full knowledge of the technology-advances which may soon make cable obsolete. Are we, through exclusive franchise rights, excluding the benefits of:technological .
advances?
Yours very respectfully,

Neva J. Cimaroli
EJO/jn
lla.Collin, 2nd District
Sandra Smoley, 3rd District
Fred Wade, 4th District
Toby Johnson, 5th District
. Bill Freeman

cc:

SACRAMENTO AREA CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION
P. 0. BOX 160246
Sacramento, California 95616
December 20, 1979

Mrs. Sandra Smoley
-Supervisor Third District
County Administration Center Suite 1450
700 If Steet
Sacramento, California 95814

2gg21Y-v).:_i h \
DEC 2 -1 1C73
BOARD CP SIM.'S

Dear Mrs. Smoley:
The membership of the Sacramento Area Condominium Association
consists of 40 homeowner associations in the metropolitan
Sacramento area representing about 5,000 homeowners. Many
of our member organizations have existing master antenna systems
and are vitally interested in the current issue of cable TV
being considered by the Board of Supervisors.
Since you live in a homeowner association served by a master
antenna system, I'm sure you understand the economic advantage •
which would be given to a cable TV franchisee if a "bulk-rate"
provision were not made in the ordinance.
It is estimated that homeowners paid about $200 each for the master
antenna system when they purchased their homes. Without "bulk-rate"
this becomes a gift to the franchisee". . With bulk-rate, an association could ,choose to maintain the system (hopefully at a low
cost) and provide its' members with cable television at an
advantageous rate.
Since many of our members are affected by this issue, please
provide me with copies of the proposed ordinance.
?/.
Yours very trul
••••
..•••
Richard Peters
President,
Sacramento Area'CondominitiM Association
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• TUE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WAS DEVELOPED DURING MEETINGS OF SACRAMENTOBUSINESS
COI•11-10ffi.
122.2J-IUL111CONEEN. NED - ABOUT THE LONG RANGE - IMPACT OF CALETi'V

-. 4i

1. One major area of concern was how Cable TV might affect local business.
The following concerns were voiced:.
•
.•
•
.'i) Would Cable TV be permitted to sell goods? If so, what type?
The proposed ordnance only prohibits the sale of television sets
• iind radios.
- .!.

,

,

.b) Would Cable TV be permitted to sell repair services? If so, what type?
The proposed ordnance only prohibits the "imposing of a fee or charge
•
for any service or repair to subscriber owned receiving devices". How
'.:.about
other devices?
•
•
-10 Would Cable TV be permitted to enter into contracts to furnish labor and
:.:%..'vaterials not required or involved in its delivery of service to *the .
•. - .
•
311e majority of persons attending the meetings did not take a . position
against CATV. Most were more concerned about the regulations governing the
.activities of CATV.
.
'
:
• ..Everyone agreed that the community had the most to gain if there was a
- legitimate competition for the franchise. Two of the names mentioned were
• Warner Cable Corporation and Cox Broadcasting.
.• Another major concern was whether or not Cable TV would have a free reign
to establish bulk rate schedules which would intentionally or unintentionally
. creat an economic hardship for various sectors of the community. Such
..economic hardship is•caused - when the Cable Company either refuses to
deliver its basic service at a bulk rate or at a bulk rate in excess of
20% of its single subscriber rate. Some of the examples given were:
•a) Most condominium Home Owners Associations already own and maintain
their own Master Antenna TV (MATV) systems.. Some of these systems
.:include either local program origination or security, or both. A
'very few have their own entertainment channel. If bulk rate CATV
service is made available to these associations at an affordable bulk
rate, • they can opt for the bulk rate - service. The alternatives to
bulk rate service are to either sell their system to the Cable Company
or to .allow the Cable Company to traverse their premises to serve those
tenants who wish to become subscribers. It should be noted that in the
absence of an affordable bulk rate service the only alternative is to
grant the Cable Company easement rights on its premises. The end
result is the ultimate abandonment of theprivate MATV system. The
•..
Cable TV Company wins; the private sector loses.
-

••
6.4.

It should also be noted that the bulk rate requirement must be for
basic service only. Pay TV entertainment channels such as "Home Box
Office", "Showtime", etc., cannot be included in the basic service
bulk rate •
b) Condominium Home Owner Associations are not the only ones who are concerned ,
*as to the availability of bulk rate service. Others arc:
Apartment House Owners
Mobile Home Park Owners
Hotel and Motel Owners

ArrAc.14^^ &Jr

It shoUld be noted that the transient needs ofilotels and motels are
not da important as the resident needs of the other groups. Since
hotels and motels are economically less vulnerable to the impact of
make 'their service available to them
• Cable TV, most Cable TV companies
at ,very low bulk rates.
0 How about bulk rate service for hospitals? As a maximum it should be
made available 'atno more than the bulk rate charged for hotels and
motels.
,
.
•
..d) How about bulk 'rate service for the Sacramento Redevelopment Agency?
Ile Sacramento Redevelopment Agency has spent hundreds of thousands of
•
dollars installing Master Antenna TV Systems in most of its housing
• -developments. It should have the option of contracting for the basic
Cable TV service at reasonable bulk rates.
As to whether or not the bulk rate service should be, contracted for
any given instance, who can say? With respect to the many locally
-..-1:0Wned multi-dwelling projects, the Cable fV companies have many valid
arguments as to why their basic subscriber service should be preferred
'-to bulk rate service. On the other hand, there are the arguments that
::can be brought to bear by the private sector as to the advantages of bulk
rite service. The entire thrust of the bulk rate argument is to create
-.within the community a freedom of choice. For those of us in the
,
Easter Antenna TV (MATV) System business, it gives us a chance to survive.

_

._:.Another point to ponder is the FHA requirement on FHA 11235 projects:
-Which
requires the owner/builder to provide free TV. In those
.communities with Cable- TV, the owner/builder installs an MATV system
•:Hand the Cable TV Company installs its system. The outlets are
tide-by-side. This is a waste Of somebody's money. An "affordable"
1"..bulk rate. service might be . More advantageous to . the .community.
•
Where new residential construction is involved, there have been instances .Where the cable companies have passed on a part of their construction costs
Ao.the builder/developer by requiring the builder/developer to furnish •
• trenching, conduit, etc. Is this legal and right? Although the Cable
-:"Company, in the absence of rate regulations,, can charge its subscribers
- whatever it wishes, does it have the right to recover any portion of its
..construction costs from other than its subscribers?
.
•
• •
.
.
.
•. .
. • ...... •••
• '•.
1 . • ••
,

,•
-!

AS REGARDS THE PROPOSED CITY/COUNTY CABLE TV ORDNANCE, THE FOLLOWING PROTECTIVE
LANGUAGE SHOULD BE INCLUDED:
•
1. BULK RATE SERVICE. Definition:- The delivery by the Cable TV Company of its
"basic" programming to the property line of a multi-dwelling residential
project or a multi-occupancy facility, at which point it will he fed into
'a privately owned multiple-outlet TV signal system. The signal so delivered
shall be of the same strength and quality as that delivered to a single
- family residence, -no more or no less. The-current bulk rate must be paid
monthly with a single check for all dwelling units, - whether occupied or not.
The minimum bulk rate service shall not be less than five (53 times the
single family subscription rate for a single outlet.
-

a) Bulk ratecervieefor• condominium •bomeowners:acintions, Owners of
mobile home park!), and owners of apartment houses shall not exceed
(for each dwelling unit) 20% of the singlejamily subscription rate.
for a single outlet
-

b) Bulk rate service shall be made available to both publicly owned and
privately Owned licensed (State of California) • general hospitals. The
service charge shall not exceed that charged for hotels/motels, or for
privately owned multi-dwelling facilities, Whichever is less,

••

c) Bulk rate service shall be made available to publicly owned retirement
facilities or similar multi-dwelling units. The service charge shall not .
, • , exceed that charged for hotels/motels, or for privately owned multiZwelling facilities, whichever is less. .

•-

.d) Bulk rate service . shall be Made .available to privately owned nursing
..care facilities, retirement facilities, convalescent hospitals, etc.
:• The service charge shall not exceed that charged for other privately
owned multi-dwelling projects.
.•
!•
The Cable TV Company shall be prohibited from directly or indirectly doing
any one of the following:

.:- a) Engaging in the business of leasing, renting, repairing or servicing
any product which is not an. integral part of the Cable TV System itself
. - such as; television sets, radios, hi-fl, appliances, etc.
'e

b) Engaging in the business of selling any product, whether or not said•
'product is an integral part of the Cable TV System itself.
Tc) Engaging in the business of furnishing contract services for labor and
'•imaterials. Exception: Engaging in the business of furnishing contract
_services for the specific purpose of delivering service to a. subscriber...
'is permitted. .Example: Distant residence outside of area being served
where 'owner is willing to pay construction costs to extend service to
aid residence.

•t.

'

3.. the Cable TV Company shall be prohibited from directly or indirectly
•

• ahifting its construction costs to a builder/developer.

:.

••

The Cable TV Company shall be required to .constructits cable System
in a manner which will not discriminate against the economically
disadvantaged neighborhoods. The Cable TV Company therefore, within five
(5) years from date of award of franchise, shall Provide service to all
areas in the community with a dwelling density (averaged) of 45 or more
dwelling units per running mile of cable.
.•
..
. AS REGARDS THE CITY/COUNTY CABLE TV DRAFT ORDNANCE PRESENTED TO THE BOARD OF
SUPERVISORS AT THEIR AUGUST 7, 1979 MEETING, THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS WERE
• RAISED:
1. Reference Section 3; paragraph (j):- Should there be limitations as to
how many channels can be used for advertising?
••

•

I.
,

•

2. Reference Section 4, paragraph -(a); Row much will the City/County receive
.ennually from the Cable TV Company?
••

,Reference Section 4, paragraph (c); Since the Cable Company rates Will be
.unregulated. (A11699) why should the County limit its annual increase to
' 2Z? Why not increase In direct proportion to the amount of Increase levied
by the Cable TV Company against its subscribers; no more, no less.
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SUBJECT:

Joint Cable TV Subcommittee
Sacramento City Council and
Sacramento Board of Supervisors
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:
On behalf of Sacramento Cablevision, Inc. we offer
the following comments on the subject of rate regulation:
1. We believe that rate regulation is neither
necessary nor desireable for the following reasons:
A.

CATV is not a public utility. However

desireable this service may prove to be, it is not in any
way essential. This may best be demonstrated by the fact
that penetration rarely exceeds 50& and usually ranges
between 30% and 50% of the population to which service is
available.
B.

No effort is presently being made to regulate

the rates charged for other similar or analogous services
such as the subscription rates for satellite TV, newspapers
or magazines, the admission charges for movies, sporting and
cultural events, the price of radio, television or other media
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advertising, the selling price of video discs etc., all of
which may fairly be said to compete to a greater or lesser
degree with CATV.
C.

The clear thrust of Government Code Section

53066.1 is to discourage local rate regulation. The price
of such freedom from regulation is, however, the need to pay
the specified dues of 50 cents per subscriber per month to
support a state program which might or might not be as
beneficial to the local community as a like amount spent at
the local level.
D.

Rate regulation generally is a drastic measure,

is hostile to private initiative and creativity and should
be used, if at all, only in situations of true monopoly.
Specifically and even if limited to basic service, it is
bound to limit the ability of the operator to promote that
service by expansion or improvement of the program material
offered to subscribers.
2. If, however, the subcommittee believes some
degree of rate regulation is necessary, we would suggest an
approach which would reduce the temptation to seek refuge
from local regulations via Government Code Section 53066.1,
a temptation which the various staff drafts makes virtually
irresistable. This and other policy objectives could be
accomplished by:
A. Confining rate regulation to the subscription
charge for "basic service" or to the least expensive tier of
service which includes but is more extensive than basic service.
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This regulation would not include special pay programs which
an operator might desire to make available to lowest tier
subscribers.
B.

Permitting, at the operator's discretion

and commencing when service is available to 50% of the
households within the service area, increases up to 75% of
CPI (the same as allowed by Section 53066.1). We would
suggest that the CPI index date be the date of franchise
award so that franchise proposals could be evaluated and
compared without need to predict inflation. Unlike the staff
draft, this would automatically permit "banking" of CPI
increases which the operator elected not to utilize in any
year and would also require CPI decreases to be taken into
account.
C.

Permitting additional increases if and to

the extent the Commission, in its discretion, found that the
CPI adjustments were insufficient to meet the economic burden
of providing the service. The March 1, 1981 draft language
would be acceptable for this purpose notwithstanding our
concern about the concept of "fair rate of return".
D.

Prohibiting any other form of rate regulation.

We will be happy to expand upon any of the foregoing
or to respond to any questions concerning the foregoing which
any member of the subcommittee may wish to present.
Very truly yours,

wet
V. DIEPENBROCK

